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Fig.2．Schematic representation of the custom-made movement velocity measurement system using speed meter.




































な相関関係が認められた（y=0.8854x ＋ 1.8438， 




















Fig.4．Relationship between SVSM and SVHSC.
SVSM: Swing velocity of Speed Meter method.
SVHSC: Swing velocity of high speed camera method.
Fig.5． Relationship between SVHSV and residual
（difference between SVHSC and SVSM）．
SVSM: Swing velocity of Speed Meter method.
SVHSC: Swing velocity of high speed camera method.
Fig.6．Relationship between BVSG and BVHSC.
BVSG: Ball velocity of speed gun method.
BVHSC: Ball velocity of high speed camera method.
Fig.7． Relationship between BVHSV and residual
（difference between BVHSC and BVSG）．
BVSG: Ball velocity of speed gun method.
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